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ABSTRACT: HMA-slabs produced by roller compaction can be used to core and cut
specimens for further testing. The relation between the direction of compaction and testing in
the laboratory is not always the same relation as it is between the direction of compaction and
actual loading in the field.
The paper presents outcomes of a study analyzing the influence of the compaction direction
on performance characteristics of roller compacted HMA specimens. Performance parameters
of a base layer mix are obtained from performance based test methods, including hightemperature, stiffness, fatigue and low-temperature tests. The relation between direction of
compaction and specimen testing is varied in all three dimensions to find relevant influences.
From the results it can be concluded that all obtained performance parameters are sensitive to
the anisotropy of the material due to compaction, especially for stiffness and fatigue
performance. For the high temperature performance specimens from path- and forcecontrolled compaction were compared. The applied compaction work rather than the
compaction method is linked to the difference in the regarding results. The uniformity of the
compaction in terms of the variation of bulk density of the specimens reflects on the
scattering of test results.
KEY WORDS: performance based test methods, compaction, hot mix asphalt.
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INTRODUCTION

Achieving consistency in compaction, both in the laboratory and in the field is necessary to
obtain reliable correlation between HMA laboratory performance and the observed in-service
behavior. Different laboratory compaction methods may produce volumetrically identical
specimens but with widely varying mechanical performance (Brown and Gibb 1999, Renken
2000, Iwama et al. 2007). Reason is that the method of compaction has an influence on the
aggregate orientation and therefore on the performance itself (Masad et al. 1999, Hunter et al.
2004). Airey et al. (2005) found that the roller compaction used to produce hot mix asphalt
(HMA)-slabs in the lab provide the best correlation with field specimens in terms of internal
aggregate structure and mechanical properties.
Still, for one specific compaction method, performance indicators show anisotropy. Masad
et al. (2002) states that stiffness of asphalt specimens differ up to 30% depending on the
direction of testing.
In this paper the effect of the direction of compaction and the orientation of the specimens
cored and cut from the compacted HMA-slab on performance parameters of the mix are
investigated. Also the compaction method was varied to compare force- and path-controlled
compaction. For the preparation of the HMA-slabs the roller compaction according to
EN 12697-33:2007 was used. To fully describe the characteristics of the mix the research

program included tests to assess
 high-temperature (Triaxial Cyclic Compression Test (TCCT) acc. to EN 12697-25),
 stiffness and fatigue (Cyclic Indirect Tension Test (IT-CY) acc. to FGSV AL SpAsphalt 09 and EN 12697-24), and
 low-temperature (Temperature Stress Restrained Specimen Test (TSRST) and
Uniaxial Tension Stress Test (UTST) acc. to prEN 12697-46)
performance.
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MATERIALS

The mix type used in this study was chosen to represent a base layer asphalt concrete (AC
base) commonly used in Austria with a maximum aggregate size of 22 mm. It is known that
effects of anisotropy tend to increase with increasing aggregate size in the mix. The base layer
is specified as an AC 22 base 50/70 acc. to EN 13108-1:2006. Details are listed in Table 1.
Figure 1 shows the grading curve.
Table 1. Mix Design.
Type
Binder
Binder content (optimized
Marshall)
Content of air voids
Maximum density
Bulk density
Aggregate type

after

AC 22 base 50/70
Pen50/70, unmodified
4,5 %(m/m)
3,5 %(v/v)
2616 kg/m³
2524 kg/m³
Limestone
100.0
96.3

100
Grading
81.8

80
70.1

70
58.3
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Figure 1. Grading curve.
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SPECIMEN PREPARATION AND TEST PROGRAM

For the preparation of the specimens the mix was produced in a reverse-rotation compulsory
mixer acc. to EN 12697-35:2007. The HMA-slabs were compacted by two different roller
compactors acc. to EN 12697-33:2007 to produce slabs with dimensions 500x260 mm for
high-temperature and stiffness/fatigue tests and 320x260 mm for low-temperature tests. In
general the compaction was path-controlled. The necessary mass of mix was derived from the
aimed volume of the slab and the target density. The compaction was then carried out by a
path-controlled precompaction phase and a path-controlled main phase to the target height of
the slab. In the path-controlled compaction, the roller compacts the HMA-slab to a target

height with a constant change in height per cycle (0.3 mm/cycle).
A smaller part of the slabs was produced by force-controlled compaction to compare these
two methods. In the force-controlled compaction, the roller compacts the HMA-slabs with a
constant increase in force per cycle for a specified number of cycles, followed by a constant
decrease in force per cycle with the same rate. For force-controlled compaction, it is
necessary to carry out pre-tests to derive the change in force per cycle and the number of
cycles to make sure that the HMA-slab is compacted to the target density. In case of this
study, the change in force per cycle was determined to by 1.3 kN/cycle for a number of 15
cycles. Table 2 shows the dimensions of the slabs produced for the study.
Table 2. Slab dimensions.
Dimensions (l x w x h)
320x260x60
500x260x150
500x260x140
500x260x220
500x260x220

Compaction
Path-controlled
Path-controlled
Path-controlled
Path-controlled
Force-controlled

Test Type
TSRST, UTST
IT-CY
TCCT
TCCT
TCCT

To analyze differences in the performance characteristics as a function of compaction
direction, different patterns (i.e. orientation of specimen testing vs. orientation of compaction)
were used when the specimens were cut and cored. Figure 2 shows the coordinate system set
for compaction. The x-axis is orthogonal to the roller path and the compaction force. The yaxis runs along the roller path and z-axis represents the direction of the compaction force.
Also depicted in Figure 2 is a scheme of the specimens used for the different test types. In
addition the direction of the loading is plot as well as the direction of the relevant reaction
measured in the test.
TCCT
IT-CY
CY Ø=100mm, H=200mm CY Ø=100mm, H=60mm

z
Direction of
Compaction
Force

UTST/TSRST
PR 60x60x225mm

direction of relevant reaction

direction of loading

Figure 2. Coordinate system of compaction (left) and principal directions of testing (right).
Table 3 gives an overview of the test programme. For each test type it is shown which
orientations were tested together with the name of the pattern used as an acronym for
identification. For example the F-Z-Y indicates an IT-CY (fatigue test) with the orientation of
test loading in z-direction and the orientation of the relevant reaction in y-direction. The
orientation is taken from the coordinate system of compaction (Figure 2). Thus, a link
between the compaction and the orientation of testing is achieved. In Table 3 the loadingcompaction configuration that matches the situation in a pavement under traffic is highlighted
in bold letters for each test type. In theory for the UTST/TSRST three variations of the
orientation are possible, as well as for the TCCT. For the IT-CY six variations could be
tested. For the test programme those orientations were chosen that represent the situation in
the road and the orientations that are commonly used in a lab to ensure an efficient and

economic production of specimens.
Table 3. Orientation of specimen and testing.
Test

Orientation of relevant
reaction
Direction of coordinate system of compaction

Orientation of loading

Pattern

UTST/TSRST

X

X

L-X-X

UTST/TSRST

Y

Y

L-Y-Y

IT-CY

X

Y

F-X-Y

IT-CY

Z

Y

F-Z-Y

TCCT

Z

Z

H-Z-Z

TCCT

X

X

H-X-X

TCCT

Y

Y

H-Y-Y
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TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

To quantify the influence of the direction of compaction, the performance of the AC 22 mix
was characterized by performance based tests at low (TSRST, UTST), intermediate (IT-CY)
and high (TCCT) temperatures. The test procedures and results are presented in this chapter.
4.1

Low-temperature Performance

To assess the resistance to low-temperature cracking, two test types, the TSRST and UTST
were carried out in accordance to prEN 12697-46.
In the TSRST a prismatic specimen (60x60x225 mm) is glued to two load plates. The
length of the specimen is held constant while cooling it down within a climate chamber at a
constant rate of 10 K/h starting from 10°C. Due to the restrained shrinkage the material
develops cryogenic stresses due to decreasing temperature. When these cryogenic stresses
exceed the tensile strength of the material, the specimen fails by cracking. The temperature of
cracking (Tcrack) as well as the regarding cryogenic stress (cryo,crack) are main results of the
test. Three specimens are tested to gain Tcrack and cryo,crack. The test simulates the situation in

the road in the cold season after sunset when temperatures especially in alpine regions tend to
drop at a high rate. Due to the confinement of a road in longitudinal and transverse direction
cryogenic stresses occur. As the ability for relaxation of viscoelastic flexible pavements (i.e.
the relaxation of the mastic) decreases with a decrease in temperature, at a certain temperature
the cryogenic stress reaches the tensile strength of the mix which leads to (mostly transverse)
cracking.
In the UTST a prismatic specimen (60x60x225 mm) is glued to two load plates. The
specimen is then cooled down to a target test temperature in a state free of stress and then
pulled with a deformation rate of 1 mm/min. The main result is the tensile strength (t) at the
test temperature. Three specimens are tested to obtain t.
By combining the results of the UTST and TSRST at a certain temperature, the tensile
strength reserve (t) can be obtained. It is the difference between the temperature-induced
cryogenic stress from the TSRST and the tensile strength from the UTST at the same
temperature. The difference between the two stresses is the theoretical strength reserve that a
pavement can take in traffic load at a certain temperature before cracking.
4.1.1 Results
Both tests were carried out at specimens with an L-X-X and an L-Y-Y orientation. Table 4
and Figure 3 show relevant results. The L-X-X configuration results in a lower cracking
temperature at lower cryogenic stresses in the TSRST. Also the cryogenic stresses at -20°C
are lower than for the L-Y-Y configuration. The tensile strength at -20°C obtained from the
UTST is again smaller for the L-X-X specimens. For both test types the variation of the
results in terms of standard deviation (SD) is higher for the L-X-X configuration. The tensile
strength reserve at -20°C as the main result for the low-temperature behaviour is 2.5 N/mm²
(mean value MV) for the L-X-X with a range from 1.7 to 3.4 N/mm² taking into account the
SD. For the L-Y-Y configuration the MV of the reserve is 2.1 N/mm² ranging from 1.6 to
2.7 N/mm².
This shows that the low-temperature performance is sensitive to the anisotropy of the mix.
In transverse orientation (L-X-X) the performance is better in terms of temperature induced
stresses (TSRST) as well as of strength reserve although the tensile strength at low
temperatures is smaller than in longitudinal direction (L-Y-Y).
Table 4. Low-temperature results.
Tcrack [°C] (TSRST)
cryo,crack [N/mm²] (TSRST)
cryo @ -20°C [N/mm²] (TSRST)
t @ -20°C [N/mm²] (UTST)
t @ -20°C [N/mm²]

L-X-X
MV SD
-28.5 2.9
3.5 0.3
1.1 0.6
3.7 0.3
2.5 0.9

L-Y-Y
MV SD
-26.7 0.8
4.0 0.3
1.9 0.2
4.0 0.4
2.1 0.6

X-X/Y-Y [%]
MV
SD
-6.3 -72.4
14.3
0.0
72.7 -66.7
8.1 33.3
-16.0 -33.3
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Figure 3. TSRST results (upper left), UTST results (upper right) and tensile strength reserve
(below).
4.2

Stiffness and Fatigue Performance

For the characterization of the stiffness and especially the fatigue performance the cyclic
indirect tension test (CY-IT) was carried out. The test procedure is standardized by the
German Road and Transportation Research Association (FGSV) in the AL Sp-Asphalt 09 on
the basis of EN 12697-24:2007. A cylindrical specimen is located between two load plates in
a way that a sinusoidal compressive stress is applied to the lateral surface of the specimen.
This cyclic compression mainly leads to tensile stresses along the vertical axis which is
responsible for fatigue deterioration and finally the failure of the specimen. Within one test
procedure 9 specimens are tested (3 specimens at 3 different load levels) at 20°C and a test
frequency of 10 Hz. The test is force-controlled with a constant minimum stress of 35 kPa and
three different maximum stresses to realize 3 load levels (in this case 100, 200 and 400 kPa).
During the test the horizontal deformation is recorded by linear variable differential
transformers (LVDTs). Due to increasing fatigue the specimen’s stiffness decreases causing
increasing horizontal strain as the stress level is held constant. After the test is finished the
dynamic modulus |E*| is analyzed vs. number of load cycles. The point of fatigue is achieved
when the dynamic modulus has reached half the initial dynamic modulus which is obtained
after the 100th load cycle. To characterize the fatigue performance a fatigue function (power
function) combining the elastic strain amplitude after the 100th load cycle (el,100) vs. the
number of load cycles until fatigue (Nfat) is derived (Figure 4, left).
To characterize and compare the stiffness of specimens, the dynamic modulus after the
100th load cycle is used as a benchmark (Figure 4, right).
4.2.1 Results
In the study, the fatigue performance was derived for the F-X-Y and the F-Z-Y orientation.
The F-Z-Y configuration reflects the load situation in a road pavement. The direction of the
traffic load is the same as the direction of the compaction force (Z). The traffic load leads to

flexural stresses in the pavement with the largest stresses on the bottom of the bound layers in
longitudinal direction (Y). Results can be taken from Figure 4 and Table 5. The left diagram
in Figure 4 shows the fatigue function for the two tested orientations in log-log-scale. The FZ-Y configurations results in a better fatigue performance with a higher number of load cycles
until fatigue. Also the scattering of test results is significantly lower than for the F-X-Y
direction. Table 5 shows that the fatigue performance in F-Z-Y orientation is about 37%
higher than in the other direction. Interestingly enough the two fatigue functions are parallel
in the log-log-scale (similar exponents).
The right diagram in Figure 4 provides information about the dynamic stiffness of the mix.
Again the F-Z-Y leads to higher results and a smaller variation. In respect to the mean values
of |E*|, F-Z-Y is about 23% higher than F-X-Y.
It can be concluded, that the fatigue and stiffness performance is very sensitive to the
anisotropy of the mix with higher fatigue resistance for the F-Z-Y orientation which reflects
the loading situation in the road.
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Figure 4. IT-CY results: Fatigue function (left), and stiffness (right).
Table 5. Fatigue and stiffness results.
el,100 @ Nfat of 1.000 [µm/m]
el,100 @ Nfat of 10.000 [µm/m]
el,100 @ Nfat of 100.000 [µm/m]
|E*| [MPa] @ 20°C, 10 Hz

4.3

F-X-Y
123
48
19
MV
SD
6329 1458

F-Z-Y
168
66
26
MV SD
7811 752

X-Y/Z-Y [%]
36.6
37.5
36.8
MV
SD
23.4 -48.4

High temperature Performance

The high temperature performance as the resistance against permanent deformation can be
obtained by the TCCT according to EN 12697-25:2006. A cylindrical specimen is located
between two load plates and subjected to a sinusoidal compressive load in axial direction
simulating the traffic load. A confining pressure in radial direction represents the confinement
of each point in a road by the surrounding pavement structure. The test was carried out at a
test temperature of 50°C and a frequency of 3 Hz. The axial load ranged from 150 to 750 kPa,
the confining pressure was set to 150 kPa. Thus, the stress deviator ranged from 0 to 600 kPa.
For each test procedure 3 specimens were tested.
As a result a relationship between the number of load cycles and the permanent axial strain
is derived. A power function is used to describe the loading-strain curve. To compare
different mixes the creep rate (fc) is obtained indicating the increase of permanent
deformation in µm/m per load cycle. The creep rate represents the exponent of the power
function. The smaller the absolute value of the creep rate the better is the high temperature
performance.

For the high temperature performance not only different orientations of testing vs.
compaction were analyzed but also different methods of compaction (path- vs. forcecontrolled).
4.3.1 Results – Path-controlled Compaction
In this test the H-Z-Z orientation represents the load situation in a pavement structure. The
traffic load and the main orientation of reaction (permanent deformation) occur in the
direction of the compaction force (Z).
The results for path-controlled compaction are presented in Figure 5. The H-Y-Y and H-ZZ configuration show similar results with slightly higher resistance to permanent deformation
for the H-Z-Z specimens (+3 %) and also a far larger scattering in results. The H-X-X
orientation produces the highest creep rate and largest permanent deformations. The creep rate
for the H-Z-Z is 26 % lower and for the H-Y-Y 24 % lower than for the H-X-X.
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Figure 5. TCCT results for path-controlled compaction: Creep curve (left), and creep rate
(right).
Table 6. High temperature results – path-controlled compaction.
fc [µm/m/n]

H-X-X
MV
SD
-0.373 0.024

H-Y-Y
MV
SD
-0.285 0.004


MV
SD
-0.277 0.075

X-X/Y-Y [%]
MV
SD
-23.6 -83.3

Y-Y/Z-Z [%] X-X/Z-Z [%]
MV
SD
MV
SD
-2.8 1775 -25.7 212.5

As the TCCT is a test where the specimen is loaded similarly as during compaction, part of
the difference in the performance might be connected to the compaction effort. Thus, Figure 6
compares the bulk density (derived acc. EN 12697-6, saturated dry surface (SSD)) and its
variation of the path-controlled compacted TCCT specimens. Comparing the creep rates (right
diagram in Figure 5) with the bulk density there is no interrelation between the MV of the
bulk density and the creep rates. But another interesting trend is described. The larger the
variation of the bulk density, the larger is the variation of the creep rates. Thus, the difference
in the creep rate between the three test orientations seems to be connected to anisotropy of the
material whereas the scattering of the test results within one test series is linked to variation of
the compaction quality itself.
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Figure 6. Bulk density of path-controlled compacted TCCT specimens.
4.3.2 Results – Force-controlled Compaction
Analogue to the results of the path-controlled compaction, the same trend can be derived
when testing forced-controlled compaction (Figure 7). H-X-X shows the poorest resistance to
permanent deformation, followed by H-Y-Y (-35 %). H-Z-Z (-50 %) again produces the
smallest creep rate. The variation in the results is similar for the H-X-X (SD: 0.038) and H-YY (SD: 0.046) configuration and significantly lower for the H-Z-Z (SD: 0.012) orientation.
This is a difference to path-controlled compaction.
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Figure 7. TCCT results for force-controlled compaction: Creep curve (left), and creep rate
(right).
Table 7. High temperature results – force-controlled compaction.
fc [µm/m/n]

H-X-X
MV
SD
-0.414 0.038

H-Y-Y
MV
SD
-0.270 0.046


MV
SD
-0.208 0.012

X-X/Y-Y [%]
MV
SD
-34.8 21.1

Y-Y/Z-Z [%]
MV
SD
-23.0 -73.9

X-X/Z-Z [%]
MV
SD
-49.8 -68.4

Again the bulk density of the specimens is depicted in Figure 8. Compared to the bulk density
of the path-controlled compaction (Figure 6) the variation of specimens from different slabs is
quite smaller. This can be explained by the fact that the force-controlled compaction applies
the same amount of compaction work into each slab. As the difference of the bulk density of
different slabs is not significant the difference of the calculated creep rate seems to be related
to the anisotropy of the material due to compaction.
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Figure 8. Bulk density of force-controlled compacted TCCT specimens.
4.3.3 Path- vs. Force-controlled Compaction
Figure 9 compares the results of path- and force-controlled compaction. As the mix design of
all produced slabs is the same, the difference between path- and force-controlled slabs should
be linked to the compaction work applied to each slab. Thus, the specific compaction work
for each slab was calculated. The compactor records the compaction force and path for each
cycle. By integrating the compaction force [N] over the compaction path [mm] and dividing it
first by the length of the compaction path [mm] and then by the height of the compacted slab
[mm] a specific compaction work [Nmm/mm²] can be derived. This parameter is compared in
Figure 10.
Starting with H-Z-Z a higher compaction work produces a higher resistance to permanent
deformation. The force-controlled compacted slab was produced with a 19% higher
compaction work leading to a 25% lower creep rate.
For the H-X-X a higher compaction work leads to a higher creep rate. For the forcecontrolled compacted slab a 14% higher input in compaction work is calculated and yet it
shows a poorer resistance to permanent deformation with an 11% higher creep rate. The H-YY configuration shows only a slight sensitivity to the applied compaction work. The pathcontrolled compacted slab with a 3% higher compaction work leads to a 5% higher creep rate.
Specimens tested in direction of the compaction force (Z) with a higher compaction work
result in smaller creep rates. For specimens tested in x- and y-direction the situation is vice
versa. Taking into account that a higher degree of compaction leads to a situation where more
aggregates are oriented in the x-y plane it is assumed that when specimens are tested in x- or
y-direction a higher compaction work is counterproductive since more aggregates can slide
past each other rather than being resistant to deformation – especially at high temperature
when the mastic has lost most of its capacity to transfer load. This thesis is based on limited
data and needs to be verified by further testing.
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Figure 9. TCCT results – path- vs. forced-controlled compaction: creep rates.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study analyses the impact of the orientation of compaction on the performance
parameters of HMA specimens. Test specimens were cut and cored from slabs that were
compacted by roller compactor acc. to EN 12697-33:2007. To fully describe the performance
behavior of the mix the test program included the following test methods:
 high-temperature (Triaxial Cyclic Compression Test (TCCT) acc. to EN 12697-25),
 stiffness and fatigue (Cyclic Indirect Tension Test (IT-CY) acc. to FGSV AL SpAsphalt 09 and EN 12697-24), and
 low-temperature (Temperature Stress Restrained Specimen Test (TSRST) and
Uniaxial Tension Stress Test (UTST) acc. to prEN 12697-46).
Specimens were cut and cored out of the slabs in different patterns (i.e. orientation of
specimen testing vs. orientation of compaction). For the high temperature performance, the
compaction method was varied as well to compare path- and force-controlled compaction.
Low temperature and fatigue and stiffness tests were carried out only on path-controlled
compacted specimens. Summing up the results the following findings can be given:
 The low-temperature performance is moderately sensitive to the material anisotropy.
Specimens tested in the x-direction (orthogonal to compactor path and compaction
force) perform better than specimens tested in the y-direction (in direction of
compactor path orthogonal to compaction force) with lower cracking temperatures in
the TSRST and a higher tensile strength reserve.
 The stiffness and fatigue performance is highly sensitive to the material anisotropy.
The tested F-Z-Y orientation reflecting the loading situation on the road was about
23% stiffer than the F-X-Y direction (at 20°C and 10 Hz) and resulted in a better
fatigue performance (+36%).
 The high temperature performance was assessed for all three orientations and for pathand force-controlled compaction. For both compaction methods an anisotropic
performance was found. In this test part of the difference in performance might be
connected to the compaction effort itself. Therefore the bulk density of the tested
specimens was compared to the calculated creep rates. Interestingly enough the larger
the variation of the bulk density, the larger the scattering in the creep rates is. The
different creep rates in the three test directions seem to be connected to anisotropy of
the material whereas the variation of the results is linked to the variation of the
compaction quality itself. Best performance was found for specimens tested in
direction of the compaction force (Z) which reflects the loading situation on the road
followed by y- and x-orientation.
 Comparing the results of path- and force-controlled compaction in terms of the high
temperature performance, it seems that the applied compaction work rather than the

compaction method is linked to the difference in path- and force-controlled
compaction.
For the z-direction a higher compaction work results in smaller creep rates. For the xand y-direction a lower compaction work produces smaller creep rates. It is assumed
that a higher degree of compaction leads to a situation where more aggregates are
oriented in the x-y plane. Thus, when specimens are tested in x- and y-direction a
higher compaction work does not lead to a decrease of the resulting creep rate since
aggregates would slide past each other rather than being resistant to deformation. This
is especially true at high temperatures when the mastic has lost most of its capacity to
bear loads. This thesis is based on very limited data and needs to be verified by further
testing.
From the results the following conclusions can be drawn:
 When specifying performance indicators of HMA by laboratory testing the specimen
preparation and orientation of testing have a crucial influence on the results for the
entire temperature range as the performance is sensitive to the material anisotropy due
to compaction.
 Specimens in the lab are often cut and cored out of slabs in a way that is most
economic and efficient in terms of material use and easy to handle specimen
preparation. More care needs to be put on the fact that specimens should be tested in
the same orientation as the pavement structure is stressed under traffic and climate
loading if the performance indicators produced by sophisticated test procedures should
reflect reality in the most reliable way. This is especially true for high-temperature and
fatigue and stiffness testing.
 This fact is even more important when the material parameters determined by
laboratory testing should be implemented into modelling and simulation (Hofko and
Blab 2009). The anisotropic performance must be taken into account to obtain realistic
simulation results.
 An influence of the compaction method (path- vs. force-controlled) on the
performance indicators at least in the high-temperature range was not found by the
study. Differences in results are rather linked to the compaction work applied during
compaction of the slabs. A higher compaction work leads to better deformation
resistance in the z-direction and a lower resistance in x- and y-direction. The
uniformity of the compaction in terms of variation of bulk density of the specimens
reflects on the scattering of test results.
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